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University and tech. company join to create LED displays for packaging
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Traditional labels on packaging are limited in what they are capable of doing for a product
and the product’s consumers. Printed electronics take traditional labelling beyond this
limited capacity. It allows the packaging of a product to provide additional information
beyond what is shown on a label; can provide instructions for use using simple visual
indicators; and brands leverage the technology to separate themselves from their
competitors.
The University of Sheffield and technology company
Novalia are teaming up to develop polymer LED
displays to be used on packaging. The displays can be
utilized to communicate simple messages to customers;
or can include features such as a countdown timer or
‘traffic light’ system to indicate when a timed product is
ready for use, including hair-dye, pregnancy tests, or
home-baking products.
The process of embedding a screen onto packaging to display information involves
printing electronic tracks onto paper, then applying cost-efficient electronics and a
polymer LED display to the paper using electricity-conductive adhesive.
Further research of this technology may allow it to be printed on surfaces other than
paper, while remaining cost-efficient and flexible enough to be used on all types of
packaging.
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Customer-engagement and brand awareness:
The idea of polymer LED displays on packaging is to interact with and explore new
products of interest to them. The displays allow brands to potentially communicate more
information than traditional labelling and packaging to their customers, while making
direct interaction possible as well.
AIPIA, Brighter Packs with Polymer LED Displays
http://www.aipia.info/news-Brighter-Packs-with-Polymer-LED-Displays-548.php
University of Sheffield, The future is here: Interactive screens on your packages
http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/news/nr/packaging-interactive-screens-1.566630
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